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Editorial Note
Not all knowledge is eternal. Some becomes irrelevant over time as human minds pro-

www.samundra.com

gress. What keeps the knowledge meaningful depends entirely on the human mind that
brings in new ideas, new thoughts and explores new horizons beyond the realm of already known and traversed.The power of mind, intellect and the spirit transcend every-
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thing physical to bring the human beings to where we are today and where we would be
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Samundra Spirit is an intention and an endeavour towards that direction and we sincerely

aeons later.
The knowledge in the shipping industry too expands as the technology advances and there
will always be the human mind pushing the barriers to improve the existing knowledge. It is
the responsibility of the present generation to ensure that we educate the next generation
and encourage them to remain hungry for knowledge and lead the industry ahead.

believe, like all right actions it will bring right results in the end. Each article in the magazine
goes through a process of rigorous scrutiny and then editing or rewriting by experts so that
there is absolutely no compromise on facts and figures. Recounting an incident decades
old, it is but understandable that memory may play hide and seek and an amateur writer
may get influenced by his/her emotions. Due diligence is applied to all technical/ professional articles to determine the relevance, authenticity and then value-added to make the
final presentation. A great many articles are painstakingly rewritten to present them in the
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Biju Baben
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Editorial Director:
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Editorial Assistant:
Capt. Rajesh Subramanian
Kathiravan s/o Shanmuga S

simplest form making them easy to digest by readers from all walks.
The present issue is once again a representation of such efforts from the amateur writers
from SIMS and ESM. The article on “Innovative Learning” in fact, is such a window to the
development of superior method of teaching and training in SIMS through the utilisation
of latest information technology. SIMS is rightfully proud to be a pioneer in this field. Capt.
Sundaram is back once again with his story from down the memory lane: this time about
the “Khamaseen” – the Egyptian dust storm. Engineering Faculty Mr. Biju has brought us
the practical knowledge on training in welding on board as well as how to maintain a ship’s

Design & Layout:
Sandra Tan

boiler.

IT Support:
Peter Chan

LNG is the new topic of interest in the present shipping industry. We are pleased to extend
“Know your ship” series to the LNG tanker written by Asst. Fleet Manager Jitendra Kumar
with assistance from Capt. Amit Pathak, an ESM sailing gas master. Training and assessment on navigation skill has been a mandatory requirement for ESM. The article of Capt.

Samundra Spirit is a quarterly in-house
magazine produced by Samundra Institute
of Maritime Studies (SIMS) for private
circulation.
Our Editorial Team wants to hear from you!
If you wish to submit any feedbacks and/or
contributions, feel free to write to the Editor at:
samundraspirit@samundra.com
*Please note we reserve the right to publish
your letters/articles or an edited version of it
in all print & electronic media.

Krishnan, teaching navigation in SIMS, Lonavala has come out with some very practical
and interesting issues for the experts to ponder.
Our regular campus news, displays of cadets’ writing and artistic talents are included in
this issue as well.
Put all together, I must say, we are pleased to send you this final issue
of the year 2013.
Till we come with our next issue in next year,
Be happy & be safe – always!
15 October 2013
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I must down to the seas again for the call of the running tide
Is a wild call and a clear call that may not be denied

Much water has flown since John Masefield penned those wistful lines. The oceans now not only
beckon the adventurous in spirit; they are the major lifeline of international trade and commerce and a
source of livelihood to countless people. Maritime Institutes imparting training ensuring the safety of
human personnel as well as promoting operational efficiency render an invaluable service to all of us.
I was absolutely overawed by my first visit to the beautiful campus at Lonavala of Samundra Institute
of Maritime Studies. The infrastructure that has been created and developed there is truly admirable.
Meticulous attention to finer details is evident in the ship that has been constructed there and the various simulations. These are clearly designed to prepare a young person seeking a career on the seas for
any eventuality he may have to face in future. The post sea training programmes using information
technology and multimedia applications provide the perfect platform to constantly upgrade knowledge
and stay on top.
But it was the teaching faculty that really caught my attention. I interacted with many of them and was
struck not only by their in-depth knowledge but more importantly by their dedication and passion. They
are a perfect foil to the state of the art facility.
In his address at Stanford University in 2005, Steve Jobs famously wished the graduating students to
“stay hungry, stay foolish.” No one of course followed it literally! And as with all powerful words many
people have interpreted it differently. But the underlying wisdom of always expanding your boundaries
and never to be rigidly chained to the past has forever been the credo of both highly motivated individuals and organizations. In an ever changing world the learning process is never over, the benchmark of
excellence is constantly shifting.
I wish the students of Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies a very successful and satisfying journey
in the years to come.
The institute, I know, will continue to be true to its mission. For them, as Edward Kennedy once said in
a very different context, “the work goes on, the cause endures, the hope still lives and the dream shall
never die.”
Warm regards,

Ziyan H. Pardiwala
Solicitor
Member, Governing Council
SIMS Trust
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My Brush with Sandstorm in Suez Canal
Dreaded Sandstorms
We seafarers have always dealt with storms
and restricted visibility with equanimity and
accepted it as an occupational hazard. It’s
like the saying in Hindi – Oakhli meain sar
diya to mooslon se kya darna (Since you
have already put your head into a mortar,
you are bound to be knocked couple of
times by the pestle!). However, sandstorms
come with worst of both the worlds – bad
visibility and strong winds and can be downright nasty.
They are caused by strong winds blowing over
loose sand or soil, and cause a heavy sprinkling
of sand as they pass. The widespread abundance of loose sand in deserts make them the
most common locations for sandstorms to form.
It has been argued that, poor management of
the Earth’s dry-lands, such as neglecting the
uncultivated system, are increasing formation of
sandstorms from desert regions and changing
both the local and global climate, and also impacting local economies. The term sandstorm is
usually used in context of deserts. Sandstorms
have also been shown to increase the spread
of disease across the globe. Virus spores in the
ground are blown into the atmosphere by the
storms, with minute particles then acting like urban smog or acid rain. However, the sand and

dust can also have beneficial effects in areas
where they collect; Central and South American
rain forests get most of their mineral nutrients
from the Sahara; iron-poor ocean regions get
iron; and dust in Hawaii increases the production of bananas! In desert regions at certain
times of the year, sandstorms become more
frequent because the strong heating of the air
over the desert causes the lower atmosphere to
become unstable. This instability mixes strong
winds in the middle troposphere downward to
the surface, producing stronger winds at the
surface. Sandstorms naturally end up depositing sand into equipment, houses, and just about
every nook and cranny of everything. Needless
to say, the abrasive characteristics of sand is
harmful to machinery.
Khamaseen – The Egyptian Sandstorm
In Egypt, the “Khamaseen” is a dry, hot, sandy
local wind, blowing from the south Arabian Peninsula drawing its name from the Arabic word
for “fifty”. Throughout the Mediterranean lands
east of Italy, these dry, sand-filled windstorms
often blow sporadically over fifty days, hence
the name. From February to June, Khamaseen
can be triggered by depressions that move
eastwards along the southern parts of the Mediterranean or along the North African coast.
In northern Egypt, Khamaseen usually arrives
in April but occasionally occurs between March
to May, carrying great quantities of sand and
dust from the deserts, with a speed up to 140
kilometres per hour, and a rise in temperatures
of as much as 20°C within two hours. While it is
believed to blow “at intervals for about 50 days”,
it rarely occurs more than once a week and lasts
for just a few hours at a time.

As an anecdotal note from history, during Napoleon’s Egyptian Campaign, the French soldiers
had a hard time with Khamaseen; when the
storm appeared “as a blood-stint in the distant
sky”, the Arab “natives” went to take cover, while
the French “did not react until it was too late,
then choked and fainted in the blinding, suffocating walls of dust.” During the North African
Campaign of the World War II, “allied and German troops were forced several times to halt in
mid-battle because of sandstorms caused by
Khamaseen... “Grains of sand whirled by the
wind blinded the soldiers and created electrical
disturbances that rendered compasses useless.”
The voyage before the encounter
with Khamaseen
I had my own brush with Khamaseen in March
1984, while sailing on the famous 117,710 MT
dwt tanker Al Ahood, with which the regular Samundra Spirit readers are quite familiar having
read the story “Blast from the Past” – which appeared in four parts from July 2010 (Issue10)  to
April 2011 (Issue 13). Having joined the ship in
April 1983, I had completed about ten and half
months on the ship at the time of this story and
was marking my time to sign-off. Those days the
normal tenure on tankers was of nine months!
We had discharged our cargo of about 114,000
MT of crude oil loaded earlier (at Kharg Island)
in Rotterdam (aprx. 25,100 MT) and Immingham (aprx. 88,900 MT). The ship was on a
regular run between Kharg Island and Mediterranean ports (mostly Italian), and sometimes
the discharge ports were extended to Northern
Europe. We would load at Kharg Island and arrive Suez with a draft of 51 feet and return in
ballast. The ship was old and had its own share
of problems, whether with cargo pumps, crude
oil washing (having been fitted with bulkhead
valves – which meant the cargo had to drain
from forward tanks through the bulkhead valves
to the aftermost ones to be pumped out!) or
main engines. On this grand old dame, technical skills apart we also needed loads of benevolence from the almighty God above as.

(The second part will be continued in the next
issue...)

Capt. Arun Sundaram
Director, Operations
ESM, Singapore
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Boiler Feedwater Treatment
Maintaining a Vessel’s Boiler
The efficiency and the life of a boiler depends mostly on the treatment of its feedwater, because untreated feedwater can
lead to the corrosion of and scale formation on heat exchanging surfaces. Since
heat exchanging is the vital component of
boiler operation, maintaining the health of
heat exchanging surfaces is also of utmost
importance.
The harmful substance present in the feedwater can cause substantial damage to the tubes;
these are mainly inorganic compounds and
gases. In ships, the feedwater source is the
distilled water from fresh water generator and
these evaporators do not remove all minerals
and salt content from the sea water.
Gases like carbon dioxide and oxygen are
present in the feedwater in addition to the dissolved inorganic compounds and salts. Maintaining the feedwater system is also of significance as any leakages from the condenser or
evaporator can cause ingress of seawater into
the system. The dissolved gases like oxygen
lead to corrosion and scale formation, and the
minerals cause the water to become hard. The
major minerals which make the feed water
hard are calcium and magnesium.
Calcium carbonate is in the soluble form when
the water is at the boiling point and these
forms scale over the surface of piping. At elevated temperature, calcium sulfate forms hard
scales. When the water has lower pH value,
magnesium sulfate is the highest soluble salt
and its solubility is higher in boiling water. Magnesium chloride does not form scale, but under
high temperatures, these two convert to hydrochloric acid and magnesium hydroxide. If untreated, magnesium hydroxide can also cause
scale formation, and the acid will lower the pH
value of feedwater.

Sodium chloride is highly soluble and it does
not form scales, but a high concentration may
cause corrosion. As pH value is numerically allotted to water in a range of 0 to 14, in which pH 7
is neutral, pH 1 -6 is acid and pH 8-14 is alkaline.
The gases like oxygen and carbon dioxide may
enter in the condensate system either from
leaks in the vacuum side or open to the atmosphere (hot well). When carbon dioxide reacts
with water, it forms carbonic acid and is corrosive by lowering the pH. Oxygen is highly corrosive, can cause pitting and corrosion of boiler
metal.
The chemical treatment is required to deal with
both the corrosive dissolved gases and the
scale forming salts. The treatment of the feedwater are categorized into hardness control,
alkalinity control, condensate control, oxygen
control, etc. In hardness control, the dissolved
calcium carbonate salt is converted into nonadherent calcium phosphate sludge, which
can be removed by blow down of boiler. Alkalinity control is of two-fold, one is to prevent
acid corrosion and the other is to combine with
the hardness salts converting them to hydroxide suspended solids.
In condensate control, chemicals are used to
neutralize the volatile amines responsible for
raising the pH level of condensate (feedwater)
and steam to a non-corrosive pH level. In oxygen control, chemicals like hydrazine or sodium sulphite are used to reduce oxygen level
in the feed water system. Excessive hydrazine
produces ammonia, which is corrosive in nature to non-ferrous metals in the presence of
oxygen.
The advantage of using ammonia will also
increase the alkalinity. Since the oxygen can
enter through hotwell, the temperature of the
hotwell is also to be maintained to reduce the
oxygen levels. Other oxygen control chemicals are available instead of hydrazine. These
chemicals when combined with oxygen, form
additional boiler water solids.

OCT 2013 ISSUE 23

An Insight on
Human
Communication
What makes the human species the most
intelligent and evolved among the rest
of earth? One of the main reasons is our
ability to speak, listen and finally to communicate with the rest among us. We have
the great gift of speech, the power to converse with each other. We tell each other
our thoughts and feelings using words.

We also express ourselves through gestures and facial expressions. We transmit
our thoughts intentionally or unintentionally by our posture and body language.
Thus, we can say that we humans communicate in verbal and non-verbal methods.
Non-verbal communication includes or
facial expression, our gestures, our tone
of speaking, our rate of speech, our pitch
of speech and last but definitely not the
least our body posture. Each holds its own
prominence.
Nervousness or confidence can be detected
in the pitch of our voice. Our attitude, casual
or sincere can be exhibited in the way we hold
our posture. So, whether we want to or not,
without even uttering a single syllable we still
convey our cognition.

In order to remove the treated dissolved and
suspended solids and lower the boiler water
concentration, blow down of boiler is necessary. As the treatment causes reaction with the
contaminants in the water, sludge is formed
and these can deposit on the tube surfaces
and increase the water concentration. During
sea water contamination, frequent blow-downs
are required until chloride contamination has
stabilized down to normal values.
So the objectives like preventing the scale formation, corrosion, removal of dissolved gases,
control of sludge formation, and maintaining
the reserve chemicals is met by the boiler water treatment.

Biju Baben
Engineering Faculty
SIMS, Lonavla
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Ms. Pradnya Jadhav
English Lecturer,
SIMS, Lonavlaa

Continue on Page 12
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Effective Training In Different
Welding Positions

1G- Position for pipes

Pipes are arranged in the flat position. Edge
preparation can be done in lathe prior welding.
While performing the job, the hand remains
stationary and pipe shall be rolled.
2G‑Position for pipes

The pipe axis is vertical and the joint axis is
horizontal. While performing the work, the pipe
remains stationary and the hand is moving.
Samples of the different welding positions as seen at the SIMS, Lonavala Workshop

Welding is one of the best workshop practices in the fabrication field, which has
proven its utility both in offshore and marine industry. The welding skills of welder/
fitter are of utmost importance. SIMS, Lonavala, known for its excellence in maritime training, has a sizeable section in its
workshop devoted to welding. SIMS has
also made a gallery of test pieces for various positions in welding. This gives clear
visual understanding of how the materials
are being arranged, edge preparation and
joint axis for performing welding works in
various positions.
This article deals with information on various
welding positions of groove welding which is
being generally used in the welding process.
The common welding positions are named
as 1G, 2G, 3G, 4G, 5G and 6G. G stands for
groove and the numerical account for the status of the joint axis.

tion while welding is vertically down hand. While
performing the welding the material remains stationary and the hand to move vertically down, perpendicular to the axis of the flat piece.
2G- Position for flat pieces

2‑Stands for, the horizontal position. In this, plate
axis is vertical and are arranged vertically one
above the other. The edge preparation is same as
before. The weld throat is filled with filler material
and the movement of the electrode is horizontal.
3G‑Position for flat pieces.

Pipe axis is in the inclined position at 45degres.
In this position, the pipe remains fixed and the
hands to move around the pipe. This can be
considered as overhead position welding also.
SIMS Lonavala has brought about many innovations in the recent past in the field of training
effectiveness, using simulators and the unique
blended learning technique to name just a few.

3‑Stands for, the vertical position. In this, plates
are arranged vertically and the material deposition is also vertically. Edge preparation is same
as in previous positions.
4G‑Position for flat pieces.

1‑Stands for, the flat position. In this, both plates
are kept in the horizontal plane. The edge preparation of both materials to be done with a grinder
to an angle of 30degres so that the gap can take
the shape of “V” with an included angle of 60 degrees. The gap made is usually known as weld
throat and the material (Filler) can be deposited
into that. Plate axis is flat, joint axis is flat and the
material deposition axis is vertical. The hand posi-

Pipe Axis is horizontal. While performing the
work, the pipe remains fixed and the hands to
move around the pipe.
6G- Position for pipes

These positions are for flat pieces as well as
pipes. While doing the flat piece positions, the
job pieces are stationary and the electrode to
move over the weld throat. Generally 1G, 2G,
3G & 4G are used for flat pieces and 1G, 2G,
5G & 6G are used for pipes.
1G‑position for flat pieces

5G-Position for pipes

4‑Stands for, the overhead position. In this,
both the plate axis and the joint axis are horizontal. Material deposition is upward and the
weld throat takes the shape of inverted V.

The gallery of welding positions, fabricated and
prominently displayed in the workshop, adds
one more tool to the list of prominent innovative solutions brought about by the institute for
ensuring training effectiveness of its cadets.
This seemingly simple addition to our practical
teaching aids will go a long way in making sure
that the trainees are able to visualize the welding positions in a more realistic manner.

Biju Baben
Engineering Faculty
SIMS, Lonavla
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Know Your Ship: Liquefied Natural Gas (Part I)
These storage tanks
have an insulation,
which makes possible a boil off of only
around 0.10% of cargo volume per day.
The tanks are mostly
insulated with several
different layers, some
of which are glass
wool, aluminum “foil”
(vapour permeable)
and various expansion foams. The “storage” in which the tank
is located is considered to be a secondary barrier and this
area is usually inert or
under dry air.

Liquefied natural gas or LNG is natural gas
that has been converted to liquid form for
ease of storage or transport. LNG typically
contains more than 90 percent methane. It
also contains small amounts of ethane, propane, butane, some heavier alkanes, and nitrogen. Its liquid to vapour expansion ratio is
about 1:600. It is odourless, colourless, nontoxic and non-corrosive. Its hazards include
flammability after vaporization into a gaseous state, freezing and asphyxia.
The infrastructure for LNG trade consists of:
1.

LNG plant consisting of one or more LNG
trains, each of which is an independent unit
for gas liquefaction.

2.

LNG Carrier for transportation of LNG

3.

Regasification terminals, which are connected to a storage and pipeline distribution network to distribute natural gas to
local distribution companies (LDCs) or independent power plants (IPPs).

The trade of LNG is completed by signing an
SPA (sale and purchase agreement) between a
supplier and receiving terminal, and by signing
a GSA (gas sale agreement) between a receiving terminal and end-users. LNG trade usually
involves long-term contracts (typically 20–25
years) with strict terms and structures for gas
pricing. However in recent times spot cargo and
charters are also gaining ground.

Membrane-type LNG Carriers
(GTT Technology)
The two basic concepts of GTT technology are
the Mark III and No. 96 System. In both membrane systems, a boil-off of 0.15% of cargo volume per day is guaranteed.
No. 96 System
(Gaz Transport System): The system is made
of a primary membrane, which leans on the first
insulation layer, a secondary membrane which
leans on the second insulation layer and finally,
the second insulation layer leans on the ship’s
inner hull. The total thickness of the system
amounts to 0.5 meters. The primary and secondary membranes are made of invar (Fe-Ni Alloy), and each membrane is only 0.7 millimeters
thick. This system uses plywood boxes filled
with perlite as insulation.
Mark III System – (Technigaz System)
The primary membrane in this system is made
of low-temperature stainless steel and has a
thickness of 1.2 millimeters. Polyurethane foam,
reinforced with fiberglass is used for insulation.
The secondary membrane is made of triplex
which is vapour permeable but contains liquid.
Cargo handling and monitoring equipments
for LNG carriers
The cargo handling Equipment present onboard LNG Carriers consists of:
1.

LNG Carrier
The focus of this article is to provide a brief introduction of construction and operations onboard
a LNG carrier.

Inert Gas and Dry Air Generator – Used
to provide inert gas/ Dry air during inerting
and gas freeing of cargo tanks, pipelines
and void spaces.

2.

The cargo containment system
The containment system is designed to serve
two purposes:

Nitrogen Generator: Used to provide Nitrogen for inerting tanks and primary and
secondary membrane spaces.

3.

Cargo/ spray pumps: Cargo pumps used
for discharging liquid. Spray pumps are
used for stripping, cooling down liquid
header prior cargo operation and cargo
tank conditioning during ballast passage.

4.

Compressor (High & Low Duty):  HD compressor is used for vapour return to shore
and LD compressor is used for feeding
cargo vapours to Gas Combustion Unit
(GCU).

1.

To contain LNG at cryogenic temperatures(< -160 deg˚C)

2.

To insulate the cargo from the hull structure.

There are two main types of LNG cargo containment system.
LNG Carriers with spherical Storage Tanks
(Kvaerner-Moss System)

5.

Cargo Heaters (High and Low Duty): Used

for heating the LNG vapours delivered by
HD compressor for warming up of cargo
tanks prior gas freeing. Also used for heating the boil off gas delivered by LD compressor prior supplying it to GCU or venting to atmosphere.
6.

LNG Vaporizer: Used for generating LNG
vapours from liquid for maintaining tank
pressure if vapour return from shore is not
available and for purging of cargo tanks
and pipelines with cargo vapours after inerting.

7.

Forcing Vaporizer: It is used for vaporizing
LNG liquid to provide gas for burning in
boilers to supplement the natural boil off.

8.

Mist Separator: It prevents liquid from entering the compressors.

9.

Vacuum Pumps: It is used for changing
atmosphere within primary and secondary
membrane spaces and to check the tightness of membranes.

10. Fixed gas detection systems: It is used to
monitor atmosphere in various spaces and
gives audio-visual alarm in case of gas detection.
11. Emergency Shutdown System (ESD) and
Cargo Tank Protection System: It is used
to protect ship and terminal in case of fire,
cryogenic risk*, and power loss. The system when activated either automatically or
manually stops all cargo machineries and
closes the ESD valves.
12. Ship Shore Link: It is part of ESD system
and forms communication between ship
and shore ESD system.
13. Relief Systems: Relief valves are fitted
on cargo tanks and pipelines to prevent
their failure due to excessive pressure by
releasing excess pressure to atmosphere/
tanks.
14. Cargo Tank Gauging Systems: LNG carriers use Float gauges, Capacitance type
gauges and Radar and Ultrasonic gauges
for cargo tank gauging.
Cryogenic Risk*: There are particular hazards
and risks associated with working with lowtemperature liquefied gases (LNG/LPG). Hence
seafarers need to assess the risks and take
suitable precautions for their personal safety
and the safety of those around them.
(The second part will be continued in the next
issue...)

Mr. Jitendra Kumar
Asst. Fleet Manager
ESM Singapore

With inputs from:
Capt. Amit Pathak
Master LPG/C Lubersac
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Strides Made in Innovative Learning
at SIMS Lonavala

In SIMS, a successful bended learning programme is being conducted for Navigation, Electricity and Electronics.

The innovation in Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies had climbed a new height with the
introduction of “Blended Learning”- a complete
new technology‑based way to teach, train and
transform the cadets and officers into active
knowledge hunters than passive one way waste
basket.

Innovation in teaching methods:
This is a time tested method but the results have
been on decline of late!
Innovative Tools

First launched in January, 2011 with Navigation both
Terrrestrial and Celestial the areas of maximum
challenge to the young DNS cadets, it brought an
amazing transformation in their understanding of the
concepts otherwise taught through the traditional
class room methods. The interactive software, made
in-house by the ESM in-house E-Learning team
led by Mr. Rajan Bhandari, ex-marine engineer, did
wonders for the young minds who could visualize
the concepts with the help of 3-D diagrams and a
facilitator in hand.

(Facilitator-led Blended Learning:)
By blended learning we mean a type of student-centered learning that combines face to face classroom
methods with computer-mediated activities to form
an integrated instructional approach. Students play
an active role in acquiring new knowledge and are
responsible for their learning outcome and results.
This blended learning program is a departure from
traditional teacher-centered instruction, where students assume a passive role in their education. The
role of traditional teacher is that of a facilitator, who
motivates the students and helps them to acquire
knowledge from this program through active learning, at the same time he may provide his professional input where necessary.

Since then, various other topics of both navigation
and engineering cadets curriculum have been successfully introduced, producing excellent results
not only in the examination halls but also in the performance of the cadets on board ships they have
joined.

Blended learning is the combination from best of
both worlds. Blended learning is distributed to the
students through the learning management system
(LMS), where each student can access his course
any time. Facilitator uses it to monitor the progress
of each student.

“Necessity Is the Mother of Invention”

Teaching in classroom using chalk and talk is “one way
flow” of information.

Students learn in different ways, by listening, seeing
and performing. Blended learning with multimedia
caters to these three learning styles. Multimedia, is
the combination of text, images, audio and video to
provide knowledge in an interesting manner and facilitates learning with understanding.

Q: Is this Innovation?
A: Yes

KNOWLEDGE

Multimedia presentation utilises the latest technique
of synchronized text and natural sounding voice.
This is an efficient way of understanding the lesson,
by reading and listening at the same time.
Interactive exercises provide engaging learning
activities, such as problem solving or simulation, for
in depth understanding of the topic.
Knowledge check provides feedback on understanding of the topic recently learned and areas a
student needs to revise.
Learning guide and side-by-side workbook directs the student through the learning path for each
course.
Learning Chart work
Learning chart work has been made easier, by
projecting questions on the screen. Students solve
the chart work problems. A timer displays the allocated time for the exercise and starts the count
down. When the time is up, students view the step
by step solution projected on the screen, and compare with their working. Students are able to clearly
understand and learn chart work, without ambiguity. Students are able to attempt more exercises as
compared to tradition teaching.
Learning Lights, Shapes and Sound Signals.
Navigation Simulator
Our cadets while training for steering and lookout
duties in the Navigation Laboratory, failed to identify
the sound signals of the target vessels. Not because
their theoretical knowledge was lacking but it was the
limitations of the simulator that did not facilitate this
core aspect of navigation lookout.
A mobile phone of basic design, some vital sound
files, an amplifier, chords, wires and few speakers
were all that was required to transform a silent navigation bridge in to a sensitive recipient of sound signals from various target vessels.
Blended learning in PC Lab
With interactive multimedia technology, students

Fig A.

SAMUNDRA SPIRIT

learned to keep an effective lookout and also get
familiarized with lights, shapes and sound signals.
Knowledge check is provided where students hear
the sound signal and identify the rule of COLREGS
and situation they may be in. They can practise as
many times, till they have understood it fully.
Online simulators for learning electricity and
electronics
Facilitator provides the necessary guidance in use of
following simulators
Circuit lab (Fig A.)
Electrical and electronics circuits are everywhere
on shore and on ships, from the wristwatch worn
by you, and the fuel injection controller that powers
your ship, to the ballast driving the fluorescent lights
in your classroom and cabins in the ship. Leveraging the power of blended learning, each student can
simulate circuit related numerical problems, change
the values of the components, see the outcome and
clearly understand how the circuit works.
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Capt. R. Rajarathinam
Faculty (Navigation)
SIMS, Lonavala

in this field. In the final analysis, it has brought about
immense success in making both brilliant and mediocre students equally glued to the software and
participate in the extra ordinary journey of knowledge hunt.

Web based 8085 Microprocessor
Simulator (Fig B.)
The 8085 microprocessor is an excellent teaching
material to clarify basic concepts and assembly level
programming. In order to practice microprocessor
related programming on LMS (Learning Management System), 8085 microprocessor simulator has
been deployed in LMS.
Summing up the blended learning
The aim of blended learning is to provide each student in the class with clear understanding of each
topic, no matter what his learning style is. With good
educational foundation, we expect students to score
well in IMU exams. During their professional career,
with sound knowledge they will make quality professional decisions for safe and efficient operation
when serving on ship.
This is the first time that such innovative learning has
been introduced in the maritime training in India, if
not in the rest of the world, and it has already made
the industry including the DG shipping in India congratulate and commend SIMS for being the pioneer
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Risk of Ship Collisions at Sea and the
Benefits of Good Simulator Training
I had the opportunity to interact with many
navigating officers at SIMS who underwent
BTM, BRM and ECDIS courses at the institute. One of the many interesting discussions that we had was on the actions to
avoid collision in various situations at sea.
Majority of the officers opined that the traffic density had not only increased in the
world’s busiest waterways but the sizes
of the ships had also gone up considerably. Masters of larger vessels opined that
some navigating officers were observed to
be taking greater risks when taking action
to avoid collision. Their concern was that
at times evasive actions to avoid collision,
taken by some officers, on give-way vessels were not in concurrence with COLREGS.
They faltered and caused close quarter situations where collisions were avoided by last
minute close shaves between the vessels.
Such actions by navigating officers could
have been due to carelessness, ego or lack
of knowledge, training and experience; power
distance and lack of effective communication.
Majority of the Navigating Officers do comply
with COLREGS to avoid collisions by altering course to starboard in head on or crossing situations, but some officers at times take
illegal actions, due to lack of discipline and
care by disregarding the manoeuvring behaviour of the navigators on the other vessels. Navigating Officers must not disregard
the COLREGS and must train themselves to
take early and substantial avoiding action and
creating a greater Closest Point of Approach
(CPA)  and Time to CPA between their vessel
and the other vessels at sea.
Simulator training is one of the best methods
of obtaining such training. Training courses
such as BTM (Bridge Team Management),
BRM (Bridge Resources Management), LVM
(Large Vessel Management), Ice Navigation,
Navigating Turkish Straits & ECDIS (Electronic Chart Display & Information System)
are offered at SIMS. These courses give
immense confidence to trainees for making collision avoidance manoeuvres in various situations, traffic conditions and visibility
conditions. Navigational Safety can only be
achieved when all officers are fully conversant
with COLREGS and consistently comply with
them at all times.
Ship collisions have potential to cause heavy
loss of human life, property and damage the
environment. Over the years, there has been
an increase in the number of ship collisions,
especially involving larger vessels. In the mid1990s two capesize vessels collided in the
East China Sea in a crossing situation with
severe consequences.
In that case the stand-on vessel altered to her
port at the very last moment. The impact of
that collision was so great that the cape size
vessel was severely damaged and sank very
quickly with 27 crew on board without leav-

ing much debris in the vicinity of the collision.
The investigations on the incident by the authorities revealed that 20% blame was apportioned to the stand on vessel whereas the
give way capesize bulker was blamed 80% for
collision incident.
In clear visibility, it is quite easy to sight vessels within a 10 nautical mile radius. Navigating officers must be vigilant to check for approaching vessels which may result in a close
quarters situation by resorting to Radar plotting and ARPA data. Navigators must keep in
mind that AIS can be used for picking vessel
information but should never be used for collision avoidance.
Similarly ECDIS is a good anti-grounding tool
but not a good anti-collision tool. If the Compass
Bearing(angle) between two vessels does not
appreciably change while they approach each
other, then collision is certain. In such cases,
the officer on board the observing vessel which
is required to give way to avoid collision with
another vessel must maintain a safe CPA and
pass at a safe distance from the target vessel. If
the target vessel takes erroneous avoiding action at the last moment, it would also result in
a collision.

KNOWLEDGE

Head-on situations between vessels are the
easiest situations as both vessels alter their
courses to starboard in accordance with COLREGS, thereby avoiding collision. Overtaking
situations between vessels in clear visibility
can at times cause a lot of ambiguity in the
minds of the watch-keepers.
COLREGS clearly define how to identify an
overtaking vessel. While actions to avoid collision are required, the main duty of the overtaking vessel is to keep clear of the overtaken
vessel. Busy waterways of the world such as
Singapore or Malacca Straits, approaches to
Suez and Port Said, approaches to Panama
Canal etc. are some such areas where it has
been frequently observed that overtaking vessels pass very close (as close as 2 cables) to
the overtaken vessels.
In one such overtaking case narrated by an
officer who attended our ECDIS course, it was  
mentioned that the CPA was less than 100
metres which resulted in a collision between
the two vessels. There are several differences in conduct of vessels during Restricted
visibility conditions.
A classic case in which two large vessels were
involved in collision in restricted visibility, one
of the vessels detecting presence of other
earlier on by radar did not take action to avoid
collision in ample time, while the other vessel
waited till last moment and ultimately took a
wrong action consequently resulting in a dev-

KNOWLEDGE

astating collision. Officer must be clear in his
mind that unlike for vessels in sight of one another, there is no clear distinction about giveway and stand-on vessels during restricted
visibility and all ships in such situation have
to be extremely vigilant and conduct/ act as
stated in COLREG Rule 19.
COLREGS do not provide finite ranges for
taking actions to avoid collision, however, it is
recommended to be taken early if risk of collision exists. Contemplating avoiding action at
a distance of 5 to 8 nautical miles can be positively made. Research indicates that in a head
on situation between two power driven vessels, a majority of the navigating officers feel
that action to avoid collision should be taken
when the two vessels are about 5 nautical
miles apart, but there are others who believe
that such action may be taken when about 3
nautical miles apart from each other.
It was not surprising to note during the research that there were a few officers who
altered course to port side to avoid collision,
whereas some acted late. CPA of less than 1
nautical mile was observed in most cases in
clear visibility, however in restricted visibility,
the CPA was greater.
This trend indicated that the Officers of the
Watch showed greater concern when visibility was not good. Over-dependence on ARPA
has also resulted in officers waiting till the last
moment or deciding on a much smaller CPA
distance. Officers need to keep in mind that
not just CPA, but the TCPA is also quite important when deciding about the time when
action should be taken).
In a crossing situation the research revealed
better outcomes with most Officers of the
watch taking avoiding action at a distance
of greater than 5 nautical miles and achieving better CPA than 1 nautical mile. It must be
emphasised that any CPA less than 1 nautical mile in collision avoidance terms may be
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considered as a near miss, especially when
sufficient sea room is available.

Continue from Page 6

It must be realised that if the circumstances
change, the result could be different, even a
collision. Some navigating officers take impulsive actions in collision avoidance manoeuvres and often take erroneous actions, contrary to COLREGS, although they know the
rules and actions stipulated.

A confident person, while imparting knowledge, has a composed expression on his
face, his gestures are controlled, his tone of
speaking is expressive, his pitch is moderate,
his rate of speech is mastered, and his pose
reflects his personality.

It has also been found that some officers take
illegal and improper action, or disobey the
COLREGS in certain situations due to indiscipline and carelessness. They also do not
give thought to the actions of the other vessels. Such impervious behaviour amongst the
navigating officers can be improved to a great
extent by training them regularly on simulators. Such training has proved to be better
than other established methods because it
can enhance the confidence of the trainees in
terms of safety and repeatability.
Also, we should stress on two important aspects of modern navigation;
1.

Mind of modern navigators is cluttered
with so much of electronic information
from ECDIS, RADAR, AIS, GPS, etc.
that the decision making power is affected and the simplest solution to clear
this clutter is to maintain ‘visual lookout’
which is neglected by them in favour of
electronic navigation.

2.

Prevent over reliance only on the		
electronic aids to navigation. It must be
understood by the young navigators that
there is no alternative to ‘visual lookout”.

Capt.V. R. Krishnan
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavla

It is difficult to understand each other just via
non-verbal communication so the early humans invented language, use of symbols and
words to communicate, both in written and
verbal forms.
Verbal communication is the easiest form of
communication. Use of words, different languages is the best medium to converse. Each
country has a different national languages,
each region has different dialects.
So, to simplify the tangle of languages, English was declared as the world’s international
language. It is the most used language in the
entire world and thus essential for everyone
to be fluent in.

Mariners, as required to travel all over the
world, also use mostly English as the language to converse, making it necessary for
them to be fluent in it. Travelling to different
ports, countries on a daily basis, it is naturally
required for them to understand the different
accents, so proper and efficient training is essential.
In SIMS, cadets come from all parts of India,
from different background and cultures with
one main goal to sail on a ship. Here they are
trained in different subjects, with one of them
being English and communication.
Various sessions are conducted of debates,
impromptu, extempore, group discussion and
situational conversation to build their confidence, decision making skills and vocabulary.
Blended learning is conducted to improve the
listening, reading and speaking skills of the
cadets. Special emphasis is given to their
writing skills. They are prepared for the wonderful opportunities that are to be explored in
their nearer future.
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Chief Guest, Mr. S.M Iyer (first row, 4th from left)together with the faculty members and DNS-15 Prize winners.

Graduation of DNS-15
It was indeed a day of pride and honour for
the 118 cadets from the Diploma in Nautical
Science (DNS) 15th Batch who graduated
on 27th July 2013. Gracing the ceremony
was Chief Guest, Mr. S. M. Iyer, Resident
Director, Executive Ship Management accompanied by Mr. Maneesh Jha, Vice Principal and Mr. Shirish Kumar, Dean-Mumbai,
faculty members and proud parents.
A Guard of Honor being given to the Chief Guest

During his valedictory speech, Mr. Iyer congratulated the cadets for their hard work and
for successfully completing the DNS course
but cautioned them to prepare mentally as
the industry is going through tough times and
described the present market situation for
the placement of cadets as competitive and
strenuous. He cited ESM Mumbai office as an
example that receives a large numbers of nonSIMS graduates’ application every week.
He explained further that these outside cadets
have been unable to get placement for a very
long period even after passing out through

other prestigious institutions – mainly due to
the improper documentation they possess and
visa delays. But he said that SIMS cadets can
make things easier for themselves by preparing the necessary documents in time or in advance to avoid long waiting for their postings.
They should also be patient, he encouraged.
Mr. Iyer however said that the wait was always
worth it. He reflected upon over 300 cadets
from SIMS who have already become officers and are sailing on the ESM ships. He also
gave a brief description of ESM offshore’s expanding fleet as an inspiration to the cadets.
Finally he concluded his speech on an encouraging note expecting to see the cadets being
placed on board carrying out their duties well
and flying the ESM flag high. Earlier, Mr. Iyer
received a guard of honour and ceremonial
march past at the Auditorium. The passing out
cadets were also awarded with the certificates
and prizes.

A day to remember for the graduating cadets who will soon set sail!

During his speech, Mr. S.M Iyer stressed the importance of preparing the required documents to avoid delays in their postings.

Faculty and parents who came to share the milestone achievement of the graduating cadets
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Chief Guest, Capt. Rao (second row, 6th from left) and faculty members sharing the joy of the GME-14 prize winners

Graduation of GME-14
In yet another remarkable event at SIMS
Lonavala, 79 GME cadets belonging to the
14th batch celebrated the culmination of
their year-long course and marked their
first step to the maritime world through the
passing out ceremony held in the campus’
auditorium on 31 August 2013, Capt. Rao,
SVS Group chairman and SIMS trustee and
governing council member graced the occasion as chief guest, warmly welcomed by
SIMS Lonavala principal Mr Viswanathan,
along with the Institute’s faculty members.
Capt Rao was formally recognized the chief
guest’s presence through a guard of honour.

newly-grads. While he cautioned that being a
seafarer will not be an easy life that instead demands a great deal of persistence, dedication
and hard work, he expressed his confidence
in the cadets that were passing out from SIMS
– mainly because how well the institute trains
its cadets with the level of simulators and trainings facilities available.

ESM Mumbai team, headed by General Manager Capt. Rajeev Gupta was also present to
witness the event. During his speech, Capt.
Rao narrated how Executive Ship Management, through its founders Mr. BS Teeka and
Ms. Sikha Singh shaped SIMS to ensure that
its facilities and system is at par with the world’s
best, to produce world-class mariners like the

He also emphasized the rare opportunity of
guaranteed placement onboard ESM-managed ships, a privilege the cadets will soon
be enjoying. He wrapped up his speech by
congratulating the graduates, and at the same
time challenging them to be the best in the industry, and strive further to excel and make it
to the top.

Capt. Rao meeting the proud parents of the graduating cadets

Capt. Rao also spurred the cadets to perform
well onboard the vessels, aim for promotions
and get their certificates of competencies. He
explained that these personal achievements
give the faculty members and principal the perfect satisfaction of their own work.

Chief Guest receiving a Guard of Honor

Capt. Rao lauded the quality of education available to the cadets at
SIMS, Lonavala as world class
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Importance of Well-Maintained Diesel Generators
An Analysis on Valve Rotators and Rocker Arm Lubricating Oil System
We are well aware of the importance of the
diesel generators on the ship. These are responsible for providing uninterrupted electrical power to all the other machineries in
the engine room and other parts of the ship
for their efficient running and sustenance.
Hence, good upkeep and continued good
health of diesel generators are absolutely
essential for smooth operation of all the
other shipboard equipment. Through this
write up, an attempt is being made to provide you with a brief insight on the following:
•
•

Functions of exhaust and inlet valve rotators and their importance.
Analysis of practical difficulties to maintain the rocker arm lubricating oil system.

•

This controls “seat hammering”, and provides better heat distribution extending
valve life.

•

Rotating Inlet and exhaust valves aids in
flushing and cleaning and keeps system
functional.

Valve Open and Close Operations
With Rotator.
Perils of poor maintenance
If the valve rotators are not maintained well,
you can expect the following problems:
•

Fouling in combustion spaces and exhaust passages.

Working Principles:
The flow and exchange of gases in a diesel
engine is controlled by the intake and exhaust
valves. The efficient running of the engine is
directly dependent upon the efficient operation
of intake and exhaust valves. These valves
are exposed to thermal and mechanical overstresses. Such stresses can be a source for
failures. The usual reasons of exhaust and intake valves failures are:

•

Present day fuels are of inferior quality
and tend to promote sticking of spindle
and valve guide.

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Due to fatigue,
Due to high temperature
Due to erosion-corrosion and
Due to wear

•

Increased resistance to spring closing,
resulting in and causing moderate to fatal
damages.

•

Cost of upkeep goes beyond normal anticipated budgets due to breakdowns.

•

Rotocap failure due to Brinelling of the
ball in its race. What is Brinelling? Think!!

The valves are subject to cyclic and impact
loading. They work under high temperature
and high pressure inside the cylinder, therefore
they are subject to fatigue and failures. The life
of an inlet and exhaust valve and its running
time between reconditioning and/or renewal
can be extended.
It requires that the thermal loads to which
these valves are subjected to are evenly distributed around the valve. This is accomplished
by rotating the valves slowly as the engine is
running. The rotators turn the valves to prevent
carbon buildup and hot spots on the valve faces. They can be located under or on top of the
valve spring. Valve rotators prevent premature
failures of inlet and exhaust valves. They are
also called as rotocaps.

Garter spring type valve rotators.

Importance of the Valve Rotators
Be aware of the following important points
•

The valve rotator is a device for controlled
valve rotation during the entire closing
stroke.

•

Temperature distribution and control is
critical and affects life cycle of the valves,

•

At low engine loads, inlet and exhaust
valves are subject to severe operating
conditions

•

The valve rotator ensures a secure rotation of the valve spindle during operations.

(Brinelling is a localized surface corrosion; a
cause of damage especially to bearings)
Depression in the valve rotator body caused
the rotator to turn slowly. The Indented depression is due to LO failure and adds on to resisting valve rotation. Due to static vibrations,
this can accelerate in case the engine remains

Simple Operating details of valve rotators.

stationary for a long time.
Look at the illustration (Fig. A) of a typical
Rocker Arm System Drawing on Board and
analyze the practical difficulties to maintain
the rocker arm lubricating oil system. Study it
and compare with the system on board. Some
measures and gaps are listed below that
should kindle your thoughts and keep safety
operations.
1.

On the suction side of this pump, you cannot see any filters provided. Do check on
your vessel as this can lead to line restric-
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tions, failures and pumping troubles if the
RA tank is sludged up.
2.

3.

The laminated thin disc type, single online delivery LO filter tends to clog and
auto cleaning gets disabled, if it is not
turned daily few times at least!
Pressure regulating valve plays a very important function. Do not adjust unnecessarily to maintain oil press or for silencing
an alarm if provided. Check for oil quality/
quantity/ oil passages/filters etc if trouble
with pressure regulation.

4.

Ensure oil recirculation lines are clear.
Blocked recirculation leads to fouling of
all oil passages and premature failures.

5.

Sludge accumulation in tank must not be
allowed. Check when the last cleaning of
the rocker arm LO tank was done. It is a
recurring problem and hence cleaning the
tank and filters at frequent intervals is recommended

6.

The minutely made annular passages
in the rocker arm demands good & uncontaminated lubricant for it to be kept
clean and clear for effective functioning
.Contaminated LO causes an accelerated
process of wear and usually it is due to
ingress of carbonaceous gas , dirty lubricating oil , loss of viscosity due to ingress
of fuel and at times ingress of water .

7.

Oil tank level increase is a serious case
of contamination and requires immediate
corrective measures to be taken and rectify the defect. Contaminated oil accelerates premature failures. Oil level dropping
is also a major defect.

Fig. A
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8.

9.

Pay attention to Banjo unions/ copper
washers/ supply union pipes when fastening to prevent breakages due to over
tightening.
Prior to adjusting the feed rate, check the
basic oil quality and system cleanliness,

10. Slackness of adjusting bolts/ Banjo unions and locking nuts is to be avoided.
Keeping rotocaps or valve rotators in good
working order will assist you in maintaining the
engine healthy. Follow maker’s routine checks
to keep the valve rotators turning at proper
speeds. A pre-requisite to these is to maintain
the rocker arm lub oil system in good order.
Take care on board to prevent re- occurring or
premature failures and enhance safety.
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Krishnamurthi Venkatesh
Technical Support Manager
ESM, Singapore.
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ClassNK Chairman and President at SIMS, Lonavala

Mr. Noboru Ueda, Chairman and President of ClassNK, Japan receiving a guard of honor at the campus parade ground

Mr. Noboru Ueda, Chairman and President
of ClassNK, Japan, world’s leading classification society paid an official visit to the
SIMS, Lonavala campus on 09th October
2013. Mr. Ueda was presented with the official reports of the two R&D projects recently completed by the SIMS R&D team.
The two projects involved the study on the
method of tightness test of air pipe automatic closing device as well as the study
on the cleaning-up operation for corrosive
cargo residue in stainless cargo tanks.
He reminded the cadets how fortunate they
are in learning at such an advanced and well
-organised organisation like SIMS. “The aspect of SIMS that has impressed me the most
is its teaching methods. The methods make
the most of not only the utilisation of the latest
technologies, but also practical experience
and knowledge acquired in this field” he added. He pointed out that in order to assist the
crew on board as well as the surveyors in the
field; class NK continuously promotes cutting
edge R & D projects.
Mr. S. Sampath, Manager of the Class NK,
Mumbai later presented the R &D activities
of Class NK with a particular focus on green
technologies. Additionally, Mr. Ueda was also
accompanied by Mr. Y. Seto, GM Executive
Operations, NK HO, Dr. M.A. Rahim, Regional
Manager of Europe and Africa, Mr. A.V. Pradhan, Regional Manager of India.

Mr. Ueda gave special mention to the teaching methods
of SIMS, Lonavala during his speech

SIMS, Lonavala Principal Mr. Viswanathan and Research
Associate Mr. Abhijit Nalwade introducing the R&D projects
at the campus workshop

(From left to right) Mr. S. Sampath, Manager, ClassNK, Mumbai, Dr. M.A. Rahim, Regional Manager of Europe and Africa,
ClassNK, Mr. Viswanathan, Principal, SIMS, Lonavala, Mr. Noboru Ueda, Chairman and President, ClassNK, Japan, Ms.
Sikha Singh, Director of HR and Crew, ESM Singapore, Mr. A.V Pradhan, Regional Manager of India and Mr. Y. Seto, GM
Executive Operations, NK HO.
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skills and it was a tough decision to award the
Man-Of-The-Match but at last it was awarded to
Capt. Hati for his all-round performance.
The running commentary by Cdt. Devender Mittal in his very unique style as usual kept everyone entertained. However, the audience got to
see a new face of a commentator in lecturer
Mrs. Nutan Mishra who was no less compared
to Cdt. Devender. The students had planned a
program for the teachers as a token of appreciation for all their hardwork.The program was attended by faculty members as well as students
of B.Tech. and DNS-16 .Cdt. Siddesh Bhosale,
Cdt. Rameez Hakim and Cdt. Gautham Rohith had made a rangoli outside the auditorium
which was well appreciated by the teachers.

Teacher’s Day is celebrated all across India
on 5th September in memory of Dr. Radhakrishnan, late first Vice President of the
independent India. An interesting range of
activities were organised by the students
to mark the occasion, as well to pay respect
to all the teachers who selflessly devote so
much of time and energy to impart knowledge to students. The day began with “Best
Teacher” competition for which students of
both DNS and B.Tech. courses participated
in. Each competitor was given half an hour
to impress upon the students and judges
that they were the best teachers in all respects. Marks were awarded on the basis of
confidence, content, clarity in speech. This
activity started from 0900 hours and continued till 1100 hours. The results were announced later during the evening program.
Second attraction of the day was the cricket
match planned at 1600 hours between the fac-

ulty and the cadets. The faculty team won the
toss and decided to bat first. Capt. Raj opened
for the faculty team and stayed till the very end
displaying amazing batting skills, Capt. Hati and
Mr. Jims Andrews also played short yet effective innings. Mr. Prakash also helped the faculty
team score quick runs and attacked the Cadets
team in the slog overs. Cdt. Navneet took 3 important wickets in the game and kept the faculty
team at check. The faculty team still managed
to make a mighty 69 runs in just 10 overs. Cdt.
Rahul and Cdt. Vijay tried their best to chase the
total score, but being teachers day, despite all
their efforts the faculty team won by a margin
of 23 runs.
Mr. Biju Baben and Mr. Vishal bowled very tight
spells and the cadets faced a lot of problems
playing them, at last Capt. Hati bowled extremely well and took 3 precious wickets proving that he is a jack of all trades. Both Capt. Raj
and Capt. Hati had displayed great cricketing

My First Week at SIMS
Indeed, a great experience that will remain
with me for the rest of the life and worth
recounting to all those who might one day
step into this institute after me. For convenience I have recounted my precious experience into three phases:
New Beginings: The Bow
Coming from Noida, UP the northern part of the
country full of concrete jungle, I found Lonavla
indeed a refreshingly beautiful place with lush
greenery, negligible pollution and a perfect climate of a hill station. My first  observation was
obviously the well-furnished hostel cabin with
two roommates. It was seen that both come
from two different states in order to bring out the
best learning experience about another state of
our country.
Lunch was a sumptuous affair which was also
enjoyed by the parents and guardians coming
to drop advice their wards and then bid goodbye
with plenty of potentially key advises. My father
too advised me to study hard and take care of
myself. Much to our relief, the new GME- 16
batch was pardoned the morning fall ins and P.T
for the first two-days. The two-day long verification process was followed by a haircut session
which rendered our combs useless. Orientation came next. Our honourable principal and

faculties introduced themselves to us. Among
the valued words of wisdom , inspirational stories and advises, the word that possess the
most importance was “SAFETY”. I understood
whatever we achieved or didn’t in the past was
immaterial. Now it was about beginning a new
routine , setting our focus right and realising our
maximum potential.
Acclimatising to The New Routine: The Midships
Morning P.T surely took everyone out of their
comfort zones. After the fast tracked breakfast,
bath and dressing up “ March PAST “awaited us.
Visit to the local market here revealed two inescapable things – The first being the exorbitant
prices of non MRP items and the second being
Maganlal Chikki Shops. Six hours of classroom
teaching and two hours of workshop practicals
were ceaselessly practiced. Blended learning
and projector usage were a new dimension of
teaching for me. It surely was effective as it
helped me understand the subjects better.
The best part of my day was the sports fall in as
I could play football post it. From cadets smashing the TT ball across the table tennis table to
the long queues in the cafeteria , there was a
palpable presence of positive energy everywhere.

The MC’s of the program were Cdt. Utkarsh
Mishra and Cdt. Akash Kaushik. The program
started with the safety moment given by Cdt. Arnav Goyal after which the importance of teachers day was given by Cdt. Natansh Goyal, he
then invited Mr. Soman for lamp lighting ceremony. Talented singers Cdt. Aritra Das, Cdt.
Shreyash, Cdt. Sarthak and Cdt. Nishidh enthralled the faculty and students both with their
melodious presentations which was followed by
a skit on the class-room performed by B.Tech 03
and 04 batches.
Finally, the highlight of the day was the game
for teachers after the skit, which was co-hosted
by Cdt. Darshan and Cdt. Aritra, The winner of
the games Ship-Wreck was shared by Capt.
Raj and Capt. Hati while the winners of voiceover were Mrs. Nutan and Miss Naurine. Capt.
Hati announced the results of the best teacher
competition winners who were Cdt. Devender
Mittal(B01), Runners-up- Cdt Maujamdar.

Realising the Bigger Picture: The Stern
Slowly but surely, we were getting aware of
the rigours and quality demanded of us to
brand ourselves as GME cadets of SIMS. It
was not difficult to understand   Morning P.T,
cleaning our cabins and evening fall ins, all
had a reason. – ie. to make us Sea- Worthy.
The white uniform instilled pride in us. The
horizontal line on our epaulets inspired us to
work harder and convert it to vertical.
From the crystal clear style of teaching from
our faculties to the no nonsense attitude of
our wardens, in a way instilled a sense of
belonging in us. Yes, we do belong to a privileged few. As my first week came to an end.
I couldn’t be more happier. I knew I was at
the right place receiving the right education
from the very best. I am indebted to SIMS
and ESM. The journey though arduous will be
worth making. I’ll conclude with a phrase that
our Dean Chief Engineer, Wakankar sir made
us take an oath with
I CAN, I SHALL AND I WILL

Cdt. Abir Banerjee
(GME 16)
SIMS, Lonavala
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Shaft Earthing Device

Working Principle and Maintenance
Introduction:
The propeller is made of Aluminum Bronze
and rotates in sea water which is a good
conductor of electricity. When the ship is
sailing, an electric potential is set up between the hull and the shaft system. The
shaft line is floating in an oil film and is insulated from the hull when the main engine is
running. This electric potential if not earthed,
may cause pitting and damage to the bearings in the shaft line including the crankshaft
bearings known as spark erosion.
Earthing arrangement:
One or two slip rings are fitted to the intermediate shaft and it spins with the shaft. The
slip ring is made of copper with an inlay of
silver. The brushes are made of highly conducting material of silver and graphite. The
brushes are fitted with springs to ensure uniform contact with the slip rings.
One brush is connected to the hull for
grounding and the other brush is connected
to a panel to indicate the voltage (mV) of the
system. When the grounding is satisfactory,
the voltage reading is normally from 20mV to
40mV. Some ships are fitted with low voltage
and high voltage alarms.
Monitoring and Maintenance:
When the ship is at sea and sailing, the Voltmeter reading is monitored on daily basis to
ensure proper grounding of the shaft line to
the hull of the ship. If the voltage is less than
10mV,the brush contacts and wiring to the

panel are checked. If the voltage is higher
than 50mV, the brush contact and connection to the hull for grounding are checked.
Once a week, the slip ring rings are cleaned
from dust and oil with a tissue paper. Once
a month the brushes are checked for even
contact and sufficient spring force.
Conclusion:

Causes for reduced oil film thickness are reduced viscosity, water or fuel contaminants
in the lubricating oil, high temperature of
lubricating oil etc. It is obvious that to safe
guard against damage to the bearings, engineers must take care of the maintenance of
the lubricating oil quality and shaft earthing
device.

The damage to the bearing metal occurs
due to the higher potential combined with
reduced lubricating oil film thickness. Higher potential is caused due to inadequate
grounding through shaft earthing device.

S. Viswanathan
Principal
SIMS, Lonavala

SIMS Ex-cadets Joined ESM-Managed Fleet During the Last Quarter

3O HARSIMRAN
SINGH SHGILL

3O AFZAL KHAN
BASHEER KHAN

3O JIJO JOSEPH

3O ANTONY
JOSEPH

3O MIDHUN
JOSE

3O VISHNU V.
NAIR KRISHNAKUMARI

3O KARANVIR
SINGH

3O DHEERAJ
P. SINGH

3O RAVI SINGH

3O SUNIL KUMAR

3O PRANOY
ANDEZHATH
JAISING

3O RINO JOSE

3O PARTH
UMESH LOKARE

3O RAGHAV
SOOD

JO MANU
VIOLA

JO LIBIN P.
SUBRAMANYAN

4E RAGHU N. S.
NAMBOODIRI

4E DEEPAK
ANAND SIVARAM

4E SHASHI
PRAKASH DUBEY

4E RAMANDEEP
SINGH

4E PREMKUMAR
MALLAPPAN
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Importance of Emergency Stop
* We invite responses from our learned readers as to the
causes and lessons learnt through this case study. Please
send your responses to samundraspirit@samundra.com.
With the advent of automation, modern
ships are fitted with alarms and trips for
critical machinery required for safe operation of the ship’s equipment. They have to
be tested for correct operation frequently
for dependability. Emergency stop for the
Cargo oil pump turbine (COPT) is one such
device fitted. This incident of damage to the
cargo oil pump turbine took place when the
author was sailing as chief engineer on a
VLCC. The vessel was fitted with three nos
COPT’s, and one no ballast pump turbine.

All four turbines were horizontally mounted. The vessel was at anchorage in a discharge port waiting for berthing orders
and vetting inspection (oil major) was in
progress. The inspector wanted to witness
the emergency stop of the COPT’s and accordingly the Engine room was informed to
keep them ready.
Events that led to the incident:
All COP turbines were put on warm up. The
inspector accompanied by chief engineer was
at the COPT flat. COPTs were
started one by one from remote
and chief officer in cargo control room was instructed to use
the emergency stop to trip the
turbine. To the utter dismay of
the ship staff, the COPTs were
found to be rolling at about 100
RPM, even though the turbine
emergency stop was found activated.
Investigation:
The tripping mechanism was
studied in detail and it was decided to open the governor operated speed control valve on
one COPT. It was then found
that the steam inlet valve for
speed control is a double seated valve and the seats are fixed

S.Viswanathan
Principal
SIMS, Lonavala
to the valve casing with a thin ring of steam
joint.
Though the valve and seat surfaces were leak
proof, the steam packing had been damaged
and allowed steam to by-pass the valve resulting in slow rotation of the turbines. The steam
packings were renewed and the COPT’s were
tested again for Emergency stop and found
working satisfactory.
Extent of damage:
Though no damage was caused, ship staff
had to endure uncomfortable questions from
the inspector. Engineers were feeling edgy until the fault was set right.

From the details provided and your knowledge about steam turbines, please provide
answers to the following regarding this case
study:
1. What is the purpose of a double seated
steam inlet valve?
2. What could be the cause for the steam
joint of the valve seat to deteriorate in
service?
3. Why Emergency Stop is provided for
COPT’s?

Responses for Boiler Uptake Fire:
Issue 22 (July 2013)

Based on the positive number of feedback and responses from our readers on
the previous case study, here’s a compilation of the answers received:
1.
3O ASHISH
RANJAN

4E VIVEKANAN
D.RAJASEKARAN

3O DHRUV JAIN

Since the automatic control valve for
the burner steam was malfunctioning, proper atomization was not taking place. Plenty of oil accumulated
in the furnace and it also sprayed on
the tubes. When the automatic valve
put into the manual mode and start
firing, the steam valve was fully open
and couldn’t stabilize the flame for the
particular burner. But the other two firing burners caused unburnt oil on the
tubes to catch uptake fire, which was
visible from outside.

4E CHANDRAKUMAR DEVARAJ

2.
4E SATEESHBABU NEELA

What is the primary cause for the
uptake fire?

What is the routine preventive
maintenance carried out in the auxiliary
boiler before arriving in a discharg port?
Since various cams are used for controlling the automatic operation of various valves, it is a must to check and ascertain the timing and operation of the

control valves (on older vessels, cams
were employed in the electrical control
circuit of various automatic valves). The
proportion of steam requirement and the
fuel for correct atomization is of utmost
importance and needs to be ascertained
prior discharge.
All burners and filters should be cleaned
and checked for its correct working conditions. All alarms to be checked prior
arrival for its proper working without any
malfunctioning.
3.

What is the function of blowing steam
valve for an oil burner?
Steam blowing valve is used when the
burner operation is completed. At this
position, the fuel supply is cut off and
the valve for steam blowing opens.
This enables clearing of fuel barrel and
prevents any dripping and accumulation of fuel.
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Photographs by:
Vishal. B. Dandagi
HR Assistant,
SIMS, Lonavala

“Me and My Sky”
If I were a bird, I would dare to fly
to touch the heights of the sky.
To measure, its length ,breadth,
height & all its treasure.
The sky, the play ground for the sun and
the moon light and shadow
and shimmering rainbow with raindrops
hanging at horizon.
Morning swallows the darkness like a
serpent with its prey
The chirpy birds twitter, Wake up! wake up!
A new opportunity has dawned today.
The sun rises & dazzles the sky,
illuminating everything exquisite near by.
The lives begin as the days start,
A repetition of the life passed.
Time slips as day turns its cheek,
The sun & clouds playing hide and seek.
Setting sun adorns shades of twilight,
Time to welcome the lovely night.
The night beckons the beautiful moon,
I lie down in shadow relishing the boon
Mesmerised and hypnotized by the night sky in view,
the twinkling stars & elegant moon give me the cue
Coming day is beautiful, bright and sunny
No disturbance & aggression and no thunderstorm,
Nothing to get scared and nothing could be wrong.
Just another day and another starry night.
We choose mentors & confidants in search of hope,
But I look up at my sky when situations to cope.
Dim or bright my sky is over (my) head,
Faith and trust, support & courage all that I wanna spread.
As I look up and above, my heart soars and sings,
Same song and the message of
hope as the bird on wings.

Poem by:
Lakshya Sharma
GME-16
SIMS, Lonavala
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Sketches by
Cdt.Gopinath
GME-16
SIMS, Lonavala

Sketches by:
Ms. Neha Padiyar
Lecturer, Mechanical Engineering
SIMS, Lonavala
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Crossword Puzzle
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9

10

11

12

13
14

Across

Down

4.
6.

1.
2.

9.

Cdt Abhijit
GME - 15
SIMS, Lonavala

ACROSS:
4.Titanic, 6.Storm, 7.Voyage, 10.Paradise, 11.Freewilly, 12.Contraband, 13.Speed, 14.Botanybay

Answers:

11.
12.
13.
14.

DOWN
1.Remember, 2.Pi, 3.Cast away, 5.Poseidon, 8.Phillips, 9.Caribbean

10.

3.
5.
8.

A night to _______ is the movie about the last day of titanic
This movie teaches us valuable lessons of survival at sea and
it is based on the life of __
Story of a man who is marooned in an island
The Greek God of the sea
A true story of a ship being hijacked in which captain_______
played a vital role.
All mariners must have surely watched the epic saga pirates
of the ______

By
Cdt. Abhijit
GME15

7.

SOLAS came into existence due to _____
It gives us an idea what rough seas can truly
be a perfect _____
The last _____ is the movie released in the 1960’s which
narrates the story of a sinking cruise liner
The movie depicts the story of Christopher Columbus as titled
1492 the conquel of ________
This movie teaches us about the conservation of aquatic life
Things those are illegal to carry on board
In the maritime industry its unit is knots
It is the story of 267 day long sea voyage to Australia

CADET’S DIARY
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Overcoming Seasickness
As a fresh seaman looking to start a career at
sea, especially those who have lived all along
their life far away from the sea, or probably
on the mountains, a lingering concern before
stepping on board a ship is the situation called
“seasickness”. There are various theories and
popular reasons of why one suffers from it
while the others does not. But fact remains that
there’s hardly anyone who had to leave sailing
because of seasickness!
However, It is no secret that the single worst
aspect of seasickness, if one does have it, is
not being able to stop it with ease as very few
medications are effective once motion sickness has kicked in. But while it may leave you
in a state of utter discomfort and queasiness,
rest assured that you can stick it out with preventive measures if you’re determined enough!
Seasickness occurs when we experience an
unfamiliar motion of the ship moving through
water, leaving our sensory perception out of
synch. We’re left with a stress build upon the
different signals received by the brain from the
body, inner ear and eyes that is misled with
what is stable and not. This results in us feeling the loss of appetite, nausea, dizziness and
eventually causes us to even vomit.
The best medicine as all seafarers vouch to
avoid seasickness is by staying busy and
keeping minds distracted from the swaying environment. In fact, any activities that keep us
above decks in fresh air instead of a cabin or
tightly enclosed space will help. Also, here are
other five pointers to keep in mind:
•

By focusing on the distant horizon- When
a ship is riding out a rough sea, the only
thing that is stationary is the horizon. By
keeping our eyes fixed on a steady point
in the distance and facing the direction of
travel, we can maintain out internal equilibrium with ease.

•

Preventing Hyperventilation–It is crucial to take deep, controlled breaths and
stay calm to prevent hyperventilating as
it can lead to lightness of the head and induce many of the symptoms seasickness
brings. Do avoid noxious odours or even
certain perfume smells as in can confuse
our senses further.

•

Roll With The Punches–Stiffening up and
choosing to fight the motion can backfire
and instead lead to seasickness. It is always better to roll with the ship but be
sure to reduce head movement.

•

Avoid Books and Computer Screens–
Focusing on close objects is a sure-fire
way to get seasickness and reading from
either a handheld device, paper or computer screen is no different. But if it crucial to read, an alternative solution is to
read small portions at a time with frequent
breaks to look up towards the horizon.

•

•

Watching what we eat–It is best to avoid
greasy high-fat food as the first sign of
seasickness is indigestions. Do keep in
mind that ginger soothes a queasy stomach and has no side effects. Avoiding milk
products and acidic food including some
fruit juices helps.
In a scenario of a severe seasickness, always remember to replace the nutrients
lost due to repeated vomiting as a first
step to recovery. This includes the consumption of fluids that include glucose
and electrolytes. Doing so will help alleviate continued bouts of nausea, strengthen the system, and bring us towards a
brighter day.

Overall, learn to embrace the natural rhythm
and motion of a ship, accept the environment
and ease up to the surrounding–likely to be
quite different to your life at land. Take it easy,
and you would certainly see the difference.
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Indoor
Championship
Finals 2013
The final matches of the various events of
the indoor championship 2013 were played
on 30th August 2013 at the maritime science
building atrium. The unprecedented heavy
down pour which the campus was witness to
this monsoon could not dampen the spirits of
the young warriors of Samundra who put up
fighting performances in their quest to win the
championship. The events contested were table tennis (singles and doubles), chess and
carrom (singles and doubles). The following is
the list of winners:
1) Table tennis singles:
Winner – Cadet Jaskaran Jeet Singh
(Tapti House)
Runner-up – Cadet Arshdeep Virk
(Kaveri House)
2) Table tennis doubles:
Winners – Cadet Satyam Rai &
Cadet Arshdeep Virk (Kaveri House)
Runners-up – Cadet Devender Mittal &
Cadet Sharad Kumar (Godavari House)
3) Chess:
Winner – Cadet Jaskaran Jeet Singh
(Tapti House)
Runner-up – Tomson Evander Frank
(Tapti House)
4) Carrom singles:
Winner – Cadet Abhiret (Kaveri House)
Runner-up – Cadet Amit (Kaveri house)
5) Carrom doubles:
Winners – Cadet Abhiret & Cadet Amit
(Kaveri house)
Runners-up – Cadet Mayank & Cadet
Taranjeet (Tapti house)
Kaveri house, buoyed by their stellar performances in table tennis and carrom, edged
out Tapti house for the overall championship.
The day’s events culminated with a table tennis tournament for the staff which was won
by Mr. Kishore Kotibhaskar teaming up with
Mr. Vishal Dandagi. Engineering faculty and
officer-in-charge sports, Mr. Jims Andrews
presented the trophies to the winners.
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Cross-Country Championship September 2013
Twenty first September, 2013 - an exciting
day in Lonavala campus. The rain god had
graciously called off his downpour in the
morning and literally decided not to play the
spoil sport. 40 judiciously selected SIMS cadets – ten each from four houses, stood at
the starting line for the much coveted sixkilometre long inter-house cross-country
championship. At 0845 hours sharp, Principal Mr. S. Viswanathan waved the flag to
signal the participants to surge ahead and
prove their athletic prowess of a long distance runner. Like the opening of a flood
gate, the cadets jostled to take the early
advantage.
Cadet Tadak Nalo of Godavari house, who had
earlier brought laurels to the institute by winning the cross-country race conducted by Indian navy, proved too hot for other contenders
and touched the finishing line full three minutes
ahead of the rest. He was followed by the runner-up Cadet Vikrant of Tapti house and Cadet
Akash of Ganga house who finished third. The
mini cross-country race for a distance of 1.5
km was an acid test for the staff to prove their
stamina and fitness.
Mr. Nilesh Lad was the clear winner, followed by
Mr. Rakesh Ganhotra and Mr. H. S. Bora. It was
heartening to see even the elderly staff putting
up a spirited performance to touch the finishing
line not far behind the leaders. In a grand show
of solidarity, the walking competition for the lady
staff was jointly won by Ms. Nutan Mishra, Ms.
Noreen Giri and Ms. Minal Ingulkar. The team
championship was won by Kaveri house on the
basis of their overall performance. Godavari
house gave Kaveri house a run for their money,
only to be content with a runner-up position.
Principal Mr. S. Viswanathan gave away the
prizes for the winners amidst much cheering
and enthusiasm.

Cadet Tadak Nalo maintained his supremacy at the tracks once again to win the 6km marathon.

Mr. Nilesh Lad, Admin Assistant, nearing the finishing line at the 1.5 marathon

Visitors’ Comments Third Quarter 2013
“Every visit to SIMS is a new experience, and I am extremely glad to visit SIMS this time as well. I am very much
impressed that the joint projects of SIMS and ClassNK has brought out the interesting results.
Hearty Congratulations. Wishing SIMS a very bright future with R&D projects”
Mr. Noboru Ueda
Chairman and President
ClassNK

“Today was an unbelievable experience; one that only some can dream about, but you have set the pace for many of
us. Keep up the good work. We wish you well and hope to partner with you in the future. God bless Always”
Dr. Brendamae Cleare
President LJM Maritime Academy
The Bahamas
“I have been surprised every time coming here seeing SIMS growing and growing. I hope that ClassNK
can contribute to the SIMS continuously”
Mr. Y. Seto
GM of Executive Operations Division
NK HO
“Extraordinary campus and vision. Simply world and industry leading. Thank you for your kind hospitality.
All the best success as you continue the path to excellence”
Mr. Chandler B.T Sands
Managing Director
Campbell Shipping Company Ltd
“Every visit to SIMS is an experience and this time too. I could see good improvement. The R&D projects really are
very impressive. Hearty congratulations to SIMS in engaging in world class R&D”
Dr. M. A. Rahim
Regional Manager of Europe and Africa
ClassNK
“Every time we visit SIMS, Lonavala, we are pleasantly surprised at the continual incremental improvement in all
fields and partial only in research”
Mr. A.V. Pradhan
Regional Manager of India
ClassNK
“It was very interesting to see the research facilities and the diligence with which research activities are being carried
out. It is always a pleasure to visit the institute each time”
Mr. S Sampath
Manager
Mumbai Office, ClassNK
“An excellent institute/training centre with state-of-art architecture. Very Impressive!!! Excellent hospitality and was a
pleasure too visit the training centre. Best of luck and my good wishes for the future.”
Mr. Sudheer Shreedharan
Asst.Manager – Manning and Travel
Campbell Shipping Company Ltd
“A truly extraordinary centre of excellence. The best training institute when compared across globe training institutes.
We were well received and hospitality was equally impressive.”
Capt. Rajesh Dhadwal
DPA, Campbell Shipping Company Ltd

